SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

OUR
COMPACT
PRODUCT

INTRODUCING
COMPACT
The product at a glance

The look and feel of real tiles, without the grout

100% WATERPROOF
SYSTEM

HYGIENIC AND
EASY TO CLEAN

FAST AND EASY
INSTALLATION

NO GROUT
REQUIRED

FIT DIRECTLY
OVER TILES

30 YEAR
GUARANTEE

Compact Panels are made from a strong solid composite material, embossed
to create a tile effect wall without the need for grout. These 3mm solid laminate
panels are easy to fit through a waterproof system, reducing the fitting time
compared with traditional tile products - and they are even easier to keep clean.

Compact Panels

EMBOSSED EFFECT SURFACE

Compact panels measure 2440mm in height,
and are are or 1220mm wide.

Whilst images and swatches give a good indication
of a decor, nothing compares to seeing how the
real thing will work in your space.

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.
See our collections online using the Showerwall
visualiser at showerwall.co.uk/visualiser.

2400mm

2400mm

3MM SOLID LAMINATE

SAMPLES

FINISHES
Our Comapct decors are marked throughout
the brochure with the following icon:

896mm

1200mm

All Compact panels are 3mm in thickness.

Gloss
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SHOWERWALL.CO.UK

Compact Tile

Simplicity at its best.
The beauty of this effortlessly chic collection is that it can
be easily incorporated into any home. Choose Lily White or
Dove Grey to emphasise space and light or Midnight Blue to
add a pop of colour.
Add mixed metals and bold wall art to complement the look.

Silver Grey

Midnight Blue

Hunter Green

SWCT02

SWCT03

SWCT04

Dove Grey

Lily White

SWCT01

SWCT05

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.
Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the
colours shown may vary compared to the actual product. Please refer
to our full disclaimer on page 46 for further information and advice.
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Decor: Silver Grey
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